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Hello. How may I help you?

14:56

Hey I need help

Sara 14:56

Hi, how can we assist?

14:57

I think I’m 13 weeks is there anything you can do

Sara 14:58

If you are already 13 weeks, you can actually take the 2 kit pack with overnight
shipping and it will still work.

Sara 14:58



To make it easier for you, you may directly place an order through this link:
(select how many kits you need) then you may

select your shipping method on the checkout page.

14:58

oh thank gg my parents don’t know

14:59

can I ship it to my friends house

Sara 14:59

Sure! You may.

15:00

Will I get in any trouble I didn’t mean for this to happen

Sara 15:00

No worries. We ship to all states in discreet packaging for your privacy and security.

15:00

and I’m too young for a baby

Sara 15:01

As long as a trusted guardian will assist you on this procedure, it's ok.

15:01



Ok I just start my sophomore yr but I’ll have my boyfriend help me

Sara 15:02

Is your boyfriend of legal age?

15:02

yeah he is

Sara 15:03

Great. Please have him assist you with this order.

15:03

ty

Sara 15:04

You're welcome! Also, this can be taken up to around 14 weeks as long as you will
take the 2 kit procedure.

15:04

Oh thank g

Sara 15:04

No problem. Once an order has been placed, our billing support group will send you an
email from 

containing the payment instructions. Please also check your email's SPAM
folder. It should take shortly after an order has been placed.

15:05
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Tx

15:05

yall really helped me

15:06

And yall ship everywhere r

Sara 15:08

My pleasure! It is actually recommended to take it as early as 6 weeks but since it is
an emergency you can take the 2 kit pack. Just make sure to have it with you before
14 weeks is over, else you will have to undergo surgical procedure instead.

15:08

Ok

15:16

Ty

Sara 15:16

You're welcome!
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